A Note on the Reduced Creep Function Corresponding to the Quasi-Linear Visco-Elastic Model Proposed by Fung L. J. M. G. Dortmans 1 , A. A. F. van de Ven 2 , and A. A. H. J. Sauren 3 soft biological tissues under uniaxial deformation, Fung (1981) proposed a quasi-linear visco-elastic model in which stress a and strain e are related as o(t) = ( " da e de , G(t-T)--dr de dr (1) In this expression t represents time and (/(e) is the elastic response which can be a nonlinear-function of strain. G(t) is the so-called relaxation function (R.R.F) which, in general, can be written in terms of a relaxation spectrum S(T) (Fung, 1981) :
To account for the weakly frequency dependent behavior of soft biological tissues Fung (1981) proposed a specific spectrum of the form
S(T):
K/T TI<T<T2 0 else
In this particular case G(t) can be written as
{ oo e~y/y dy is the exponential integral function.
X
The stress response at time t for a known strain history can easily be evaluated by means of Eq. (1). However, the use of this expression for the determination of strain at time t for a given stress history is much more laborious because this involves solution of a nonlinear integral equation. To avoid this problem it is useful to transform Eq. (1) into an expression in which the elastic response r/(e) is directly related to stress a. This can easily be done when use is made of the so-called reduced creep function (R.C.F.) J(t), by means of which (1) transforms into For description of the visco-elastic behavior of soft biological tissues, Fung proposed a visco-elastic model formulated in terms of a relaxation function and corresponding relaxation spectrum. For the corresponding creep function, Fung proposed an expression which needs correction to obtain a consistent formulation. This creep function and the corresponding creep spectrum are derived in this note.
This expression is easily derived by taking the Laplace transform of Eq. (1)
with the Laplace transform/fa) of a function/(0 given by (5) is easily derived. Also we see that the R.R.F. and the R.C.F. are not independent
From Eq. (9) it is easily found that 7(/ = 0)=l 7(f-oo) = 7(oo) = l/G(co) (11) Fung (1981) gives an expression for the R.C.F. corresponding to the R.R.F. given by Eq. (4), denoted by J F (t):
There are two reasons why this expression cannot be correct. First of all, the arguments of the exponential integral function should be dimensionless. As t, T X and T 2 have dimension time and K is dimensionless, this requirement is not fulfilled. Furthermore, relation (9) does not hold for the Laplace transforms of Eqs. (4) and (12). In the next section, a correct expression for the R.C.F., corresponding to the R.R.F. proposed by Fung (1981) , satisfying Eq. (9) will be derived. It should be mentioned that the resulting expressions are given in the latest edition of Fung's book (1993) based on the analyses described in this paper.
Derivation of an Expression for J(t)
According to Eq. (9) 
As T 2 >TI and K>0, s 0 satisfies
Furthermore l(s) has branchpoints at s = s 2 = -1/T 2 and s = s x = -\/T\. In order to evaluate the Bromwich contour integral (15) two branch cuts are introduced as shown in Fig. 1 In the next section this expression for J(t) will be discussed further.
Interpretation of the Reduced Creep Function
As depicted in the introduction, the R.R.F. can be formu- 
for arbitrary functions g(r). S(T) and \j/(r) are illustrated in Fig. 2 for a set of values of K, n, and T 2 of 0.05,0.01 s and 100 s, respectively. It is observed that the creep spectrum \p(j) is not a smooth function as the relaxation spectrum S(T). Apart from the Dirac function at T = T 0 , for Ty < T < T 2 , I/-(T) has a local maximum near T = TI and T = T 2 and in between a local minimum, with I//(T 1 ) = I/'(T 2 ) = 0. This specific shape clearly is a result of the selection made for the relaxation spectrum S(T) and the interdependence of the relaxation and creep spectra as given by Eq. (10).
